CYC Easter Season Trivia Challenge
4/13/2020
243 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Alex Pini from St. Joseph Cottleville.
The last contestant was amazinggrays from St. Elizabeth Ann Seton.
The answers are:
On the CYC web site, which sport is not listed for Young Adults Sports under the heading Play?
Chess
Who was the tallest president in this group?
President Abraham Lincoln
Which piece in chess moves in the shape of L?
Knight
How many bases are used in a CYC baseball/softball game?
3
Which sport has the greatest number of players participating at the same time?
Soccer
241 answered this question correctly
In the 1950’s and 1960’s, which of these parishes did not have a bowling alley attached to the parish
facilities?
St Mary Magdalen in South City
I spent some time in St Raphael parish with my wife and 4 daughters. At least one played short stop on
a St Raphael CYC softball team. I was a manager for the St Louis Cardinals.
Red Schoendienst
4/14/2020
82 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Wenrod01 from St Joseph-Imperial.
The last contestant was The_Maverick_8 from St Clare of Assisi.
The answers are:
Which track program won or shared first place 9 times in the Team Championship for CYC track from
2000-2019? You can "track" down this answer on the CYC web site.
Academy of the Sacred Heart

Which team won the Stanley Cup in 2019?
St Louis Blues
Everyone answered this question correctly. Go Blues!!
What is the length of halves for CYC soccer grades 7 and 8?
35
What is the largest planet in the universe?
Jupiter
Indicate the length of quarters for 7/8th Grade CYC Basketball?
7
I am a small parish in the South Central District. I sponsor games at our gym and at a public high school.
You can play a game and visit Six Flags in one trip down 44.
St Bridget of Kildare
I attended Priory. I am active in both theater and movies. My movies include Sophie's Choice and Dave.
Kevin Kline
4/15/2020
77 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Gina from Assumption.
The last contestant was Nicholas Lorentz from St Gerard Majella.
The answers are:
Enter the minimum number of players required to play a CYC volleyball game.
5
What is the capital of the state of New York?
Albany
73 answered this question correctly.
In the 1950's and 1960's, a game was played primarily in North City and North County gyms in the fall.
The game drew huge crowds. The game was not basketball or volleyball. If you kicked the ball above a
20-foot mark, then you were put in a penalty box. What was the name of the sport?
HocSoc
The infield fly rule for baseball or softball does not apply if the following is true.
Only first base is occupied.
In CYC Lacrosse, boys and girls are required to wear helmets.
False
I am a member of the CYC South County District and am located in House Springs, Mo.
Our Lady, Queen of Peace

I am a member of the National Soccer Hall of Game. I played on the 1972 U.S. Olympic Soccer Team. I
played soccer at SLU 1967-1970 winning a national championship. I played grade school soccer at St
Philip Neri.
Al Trost
4/16/2020
62 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Jenny B. from ICD.
The last contestant was FAM from Immacolata.
The answers are:
The Catholic Youth Council (CYC) athletic program was officially established in what year?
1941
Which of these sports does not use the term "pitch" to refer to the field or part of the field?
Lacrosse
Select the parish which won the 1946 Girls' 8th Grade Closed Championship?
Little Flower
How many strings do most violins have?
4
Which country invented pizza?
Italy
I am a long standing member of the North County District. Parishes of the same name also exist in South
Central and in West County.
Sacred Heart
I grew up on The Hill and was a catcher for the Yankees. I have also been a manager and coach in the
Major Leagues. I am known for my interesting statements.
Yogi Berra
57 answered this question correctly
4/17/2020
75 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Scott from Ste Genevieve du Bois.
The last contestant was Allison Greminger from Christ Prince of Peace.
On the CYC web site, which of these sports does not use a CYC rulebook?
Lacrosse
71 answered this question correctly

Which of these sports does not start with a coin toss to make decisions for the start of the game?
Basketball
In soccer, a kick off must be kicked
In any direction
In which hand does the Statue of Liberty hold the torch?
Right
How many valves are in the human heart?
4
My team colors are gold and blue. After a hard fought game in the gym, custard or Christmas trees are
typically available at Ted Drewes.
St Gabriel the Archangel
My parish was St. Philip Neri in North City. I played soccer at St Louis University 1969-1972. Then I
played in the NFL for 18 years.
Pat Leahy
4/20/2020
54 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Ash clan from Holy Infant.
The last contestant was Grace Ledwon from Holy Infant.
On which surface is the French Open (tennis) played?
Clay
How many sports/activities does the CYC sponsor at the Grade School level?
9
What is the diameter of a basketball hoop?
18
Which country did Nadia Comaneci represent when she scored a perfect 10 in the 1967 Olympic Games
in Montreal?
Romania
What is the smallest state in the USA?
Rhode Island
54 answered this question correctly
In the 1970's, I was carved out of St Joseph-Manchester. After attending Mass, you can go right up the
road to Queeny Park for a hike in the woods.
Christ Prince of Peace

Which of these gentlemen, did not play for the United States National Team that defeated England in
the World Cup in 1950. Each received the Soccer Silver Boot.
Pat Leahy
4/21/2020
55 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Friars from Christ Prince of Peace.
The last contestant was Sylvia S. from St Mary Magdalen.
Which of these sports does not have foot faults?
Soccer
By mass, what is the largest organ in the human body?
Liver
Which men's basketball won the most consecutive NCAA basketball championships?
UCLA Bruins
Which women's basketball team has not won 4 consecutive NCAA basketball championships?
Stanford
Who is the only President not elected by voters as President or Vice-President?
Gerald Ford
For many years in the 1970's, 1980's and early 1990's, the Archdiocesan Basketball playoffs were held in
this location.
SLU West Pine Gym
I was an Olympic Volleyball. I played WNBA basketball. I played on 8 high school teams at St Joseph
Academy winning state championships.
Kristin Folkl
47 answered this question correctly
4/22/2020
54 contestants participated.
The first contestant was DJM624 from St Elizabeth/St Robert.
The last contestant was Gregg Mohrmann from St Monica.
Which of the following volleyball skills requires a different arm and hand position than the other three?
Set
What was the first Walt Disney movie?
Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs

Where is Wimbledon located?
London
52 answered this question correctly
In the following list of premier Cardinal players, whose number has not been retired by the Cardinals?
Ted Simmons
Which president later served as Chief Justice of the Supreme Court?
William Howard Taft
HOK designed my Abbey Church. I am run by the Benedictine order of priests.
St Anselm
I played High School sports at CBC and played basketball at St. Louis University. I played in the NBA for
14 years. I have a basketball academy focusing on basketball fundamentals.
Larry Hughes
4/23/2020
48 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Pillar from Our Lady of the Pillar.
The last contestant was Gregg Mohrmann from St Monica.
Which of the following is the best answer per USA Volleyball rules?
A player is allowed to kick or head the volleyball.
In the 1950's, 1960's and early 1970's the CYC sponsored summer evenings for high school students on a
boat on the Mississippi. What was the name of the boat?
SS Admiral
In the 20/20 measurement for vision, the unit for 20 is
Feet
Which of these teams has appeared in a Super Bowl?
Minnesota Vikings
Which of these female basketball players did not play for the Connecticut Huskies?
Candace Parker
I am a South City parish who originally used an old synagogue for a gym and some class rooms. I
recently added a new building to handle a growing school population.
St Margaret of Scotland

I played CYC sports at Immacolata. As a high school Junior, I helped Cor Jesu win its first Basketball 4A
State Champsionhip. I lead my Notre Dame teammates to its first NCAA Championship in basketball in
2001 in St Louis. I was an assistant coach at Notre Dame. I have played on multiple WNBA teams.
Currently, I am an assistant coach for the Memphis Grizzlies.
Niele Ivey
45 answered this question correctly
4/24/2020
56 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Colin Kramer from St Peter-Kirkwood.
The last contestant was Michael Hahn from St Ferdinand.
What is the longest river in the USA?
Missouri
Where are the Straits of Magellan?
Southern Chile
Which of the following is not true for the libero in CYC volleyball?
Libero cannot serve
Which of the following Blues' players won the Conn Smythe award?
Glenn Hall
Which pitcher is not a member of the 3000 strike out club?
Chris Carpenter
49 answered this question correctly
I am a South Central parish who has hosted the Mary McDermott basketball tournament for 3rd graders
for the last 10 years. Before or after a basketball, baseball, soccer, softball, or volleyball on my gym or
field, you can pop into the Galleria for a quick shopping trip.
Immacolata
I was a member of MQP. I was a setter at St Joseph Academy. In 2018 I was Missouri's Gatorade player
of the year and won the Andi Collins Award for the top setter in the nation. I currently attend Penn
State.
Gabby Blossom
4/27/2020
41 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Pillar from Our Lady of the Pillar.
The last contestant was Grace Ledwon from Holy Infant.
Which of these events is not included in the men's decathlon?
200-Meter Dash

Which of these events is not included in the women's heptathlon?
Discus
Who was a proponent of the underhanded (granny) free throw in basketball?
Rick Barry
Which of these athletes did not play professional baseball and basketball?
Brian Jordan
From which team did the Blues obtain Wayne Gretzky?
Los Angeles Kings
36 answered this question correctly
Which of these Holy Cross parishes is the farthest from the Cardial Rigali Center?
St John Paul II
I am 99 years old and a World War II veteran. As of Fri (4/24/2020) afternoon, I collected more than
$35.2 million for the National Health Service in London by completing 100 laps around my garden. This
is a new Guiness record.
Captain Tom Moore
35 answered this question correctly
4/28/2020
58 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Becky Rohlfing from St Francis of Assisi.
The last contestant was Matt S. from St Mary Magdalen-Brentwood.
How many oceans exist in the world?
5
Which St Louis Cardinal had the highest career batting average?
Rogers Hornsby
Which of the following teams was not a professional basketball team in St Louis?
Kings
54 answered this question correctly
In chess, which of these pieces has a move that can be made only once in a game?
King
Under whose presidency did the USA not participate in the Olympics?
Jimmy Carter
I am a parish in South City retired from CYC sports. I had a huge gym used for CYC games, roller skating,
and plays. In one of my buildings I sponsored a girls' elementary school and a high school. In another
building I sponsored a boys' elementary school.
St. Anthony of Padua

I attended Chaminade College Prep as a freshman and then transferred to De Smet Jesuit High School. I
led the De Smet Spartans to back-to-back Missouri Class 4A State Championships and a 60-game
winning streak. I attended the University of Missouri and was drafted by the Indiana Pacers. I retired
from the NBA after 5 seasons.
Steve Stipanovich
4/29/2020
36 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Noah G from St. Michael the Archangel.
The last contestant was Mrstedfordimmac from Immacolata.
Which of these names does not refer to an Olympic gymnastic team?
Fab Five
Which of these tennis doubles' teams has not won a Career Golden Slam?
Peter Fleming & John McEnroe
Which of the following is true for CYC Baseball/Softball?
8 players are required to start/end a CYC baseball/softball game
Using land mass, what is the smallest country in the world?
Vatican City
31 answered this question correctly
Which of these retired top US swimmers is now an anesthesiologist?
Jenny Thompson
The world's first purpose-built gas station was constructed in St. Louis, Mo in 1905. What was the
street?
S. Theresa
I was born in East St. Louis and continue to live there today. I won 6 Olympic medals competing in the
Heptathlon and long jump. I did this while managing asthma.
Jackie Joyner Kersee
31 answered this question correctly
4/30/2020
53 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Scott from Ste Genevieve du Bois.
The last contestant was Michael Hahn from St. Ferdinand.
To bowl the perfect game, how many consecutive strikes are needed?
12

Who was the first coach for the St. Louis Blues?
Lynn Patrick
What is the largest mammal in the world?
Blue Whale
53 answered this question correctly
How much of your brain is water?
68%
Which of the following is not true in CYC basketball?
Three seconds can be called when the ball is in the team's backcourt or frontcourt and the team is in
control of the ball.
The CYC organization has had multiple homes. Which of the following is not one of them?
St. Anthony of Padua Parish Center
I was born in East St. Louis Illinois. I was a top tennis player known for my competitiveness. My birthday
often occurred during the US Open Tennis Tournament.
Jimmy Connors
5/1/2020
39 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Dana K from Queen of All Saints.
The last contestant was Christy P. from St Joseph-Imperial.
Which US city does not have teams in the four major professional sports (baseball, football, basketball,
hockey)?
New York City
Who has won the most Davis Cup matches?
Nicola Pietrangeli
Which of the following is not a correctable error in CYC basketball?
Failure to call a personal foul
Which of the following positions was played by Jackie Robinson?
First Base
Which of these female golfers has the fewest number of LPGA wins?
Babe Zaharias
What gym in the South Central district does not host 2 volleyball matches at once?
Annunciation

I attended DuBourg High School. I am the co-founder and CEO of Twitter. I am the founder and CEO
of Square. I recently announced I was donating $1 billion to relief programs related to coronavirus
research.
Jack Dorsey
38 answered this question correctly
5/4/2020
39 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Dana K from Queen of All Saints.
The last contestant was Christy P. from St Joseph-Imperial.
How many players are on a cricket team?
11
How many players are on a curling team?
4
36 answered this question correctly
Which of the following is not true for cork ball?
For normal rules, a hit traveling beyond 200 feet is a home run.
What is the oldest town in Missouri?
Ste Genevieve
36 answered this question correctly
Which of these astronauts played golf on the moon?
Alan Shepard
I am one of the newer gyms in Webster Groves. In the previous gym, volleyballs were frequently played
off of the ceiling adding to the special atmosphere for volleyball games in this gym.
Holy Redeemer
My children played CYC sports in Transfiguration parish in North County. I was known for my fielding
and not my batting. I played during many key games pitched by Bob Gibson.
Dal Maxvill
5/5/2020
51 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Irish mom from St Mark.
The last contestant was Emily L from St Mary Magdalen-Brentwood.
Which of these new sports for the 2020 Olympics was played in the Olympics previously?
Baseball/Softball
Which of these new sports for the 2020 Olympics was played in the Olympics previously?
St. Louis Red Stockings

Which of the following sports does not use the term "turkey" for a scoring situation?
Cricket
Which of the following cities is not sponsoring one of the next two summer Olympics?
Moscow, Russia
What is the oldest sport?
Wrestling
Which of the following South Central gyms was not a church previously?
St. Peter’s-Kirkwood
I attended Lafayette High School. I attended St. Louis Community College-Meramec and the University
of South Alabama. In 2011 I was the NLCS MVP and the World Series MVP.
David Freese
50 answered this question correctly
5/6/2020
52 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Friars from Christ Prince of Peace.
The last contestant was Warner Cold from St Mary Magdalen-Brentwood.
Who is the leading point scorer in NBA history?
Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
Which of these teams has not won back-to-back World Series?
St Louis Cardinals
Which of these teams has not won back-to-back Super Bowls?
Seahawks
49 answered this question correctly
In what year was the first National Spelling bee held?
1925
Which state has the least populated state capital?
Vermont
Currently, I am the most southern parish in the South County District.
St Joachim-Old Mines
I was the first SLU Lady Billikens' coach. I coached teams at Our Lady of Lourdes and Our Lady of the
Pillar. I coached teams at Visitation and Kirkwood.
Thad Strobach

5/7/2020
46 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Scott from Ste Genevieve du Bois.
The last contestant was John Lauff from St Mary Magdalen-Brentwood.
Since 1900, which of these golfers has not won a major golf tournament after age 40?
Phil Mickelson
Which position was not played by any of the three oldest pro football player?
Wide Receiver
42 answered this question correctly
Which state has the nickname centennial State because it became a state 100 years after the signing of
the Declaration of Independence?
Colorado
Who is the WNBA career scoring leader?
Diana Taurasi
Per the CYC rules, which of these baseball stats would not apply for grades 3 and 4?
SB
Currently, I am the most northern parish in the St. Charles District.
St. Alphonsus (Millwood)
My children played CYC sports in Transfiguration parish in North County. I was a left-handed relief
pitcher for 14 years including 4 years with the St. Louis Cardinals.
Joe Hoerner
5/8/2020
57 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Pillar from Our Lady of the Pillar.
The last contestant was Mrstedfordimmac from Immacolata.
Which of the following is not a nick name for the state of Missouri?
Natural State
Which team has won the most men's Division I Lacrosse Titles?
Syracuse
Which team has won the most women's Division I lacrosse titles?
Maryland
Which of the following is not considered to be a basic position in Ultimate Frisbee?
Grabber

In which of the CYC Archdiocesan Finals, can the game end in a tie?
Soccer
I am one of the co-ed Catholic High Schools in the St Louis Area. I have hosted track meets. I have
hosted CYC basketball playoffs and CYC volleyball playoffs sponsored by the City and then South Central
CYC Districts. My school colors are red and black.
Bishop Dubourg
55 answered this question correctly
I played CYC sports at Our Lady of the Pillar and coached my kids at that parish. I played basketball at De
Smet High School and UMSL. I am the Sports Director for KSDK.
Frank Cusumano
5/11/2020
72 contestants participated.
The first contestant was David Keller from Blessed Teresa of Calcutta.
The last contestant was Coach Nolan from St. Mary Magdalen-Brentwood.
Two brothers from the St. Louis Spinks family won Olympic medals in 1976. Who is not one of them?
Cory
Who is not one of the "Battling Brothers" from the Plager family?
Bruce
Which of these players was not one of the Cardinal players in the "Brock for Broglio" trade?
Paul Toth
Who was the first runner to break the 4-Minute Mile Mark?
Roger Bannister
How many legs does a lobster have?
10
The use of these fields for soccer, baseball, and softball is sponsored by Our Lady of Lourdes-University
City. Previously the use of the fields was sponsored by the parish namesake for the field.
St Luke
I attended Chaminade high school and two state titles were won by Chaminade in that time period. I
attended Duke University and left after my freshman year. I now play for the Boston Celtics.
Jayson Tatum
69 answered this question correctly
5/12/2020
85 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Kmonzyk from Christ Prince of Peace.
The last contestant was Coach Nolan from St. Mary Magdalen-Brentwood.

Which of these colors does not appear in the Olympic rings?
Orange
84 answered this question correctly
Which planet has a day that lasts almost 8 months on Earth?
Venus
Who was Laika?
First animal to orbit the earth
What food is consumed the most in the world?
Rice
What mountain peak is farthest from the center of the Earth?
Mount Chimborazo
I am one of the lit soccer fields in South Central. I am sponsored by Little Flower. I have Pickleball
courts also.
AB Green
I attended Sumner High School. I was a member of the U.S. Davis Cup team. I won singles titles at
Wimbledon, the US Open, and the Australian Open.
Arthur Ashe
5/13/2020
86 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Kmonzyk from Christ Prince of Peace.
The last contestant was Katie from St. Joseph Imperial.
Which of these players on the Cardinal teams labeled "The Greatest Show on Turf" was not an offensive
player?
Orlando Pace
What was the first fairy tale made into a cartoon by Walt Disney?
Little Red Riding Hood
Where is Fort Knox?
Kentucky
Which of these dogs was not a dog for a presidential family?
Milo
What is the name of the fairy in Peter Pan?
Tinkerball
85 answered this question correctly

In its earlier years, both St. Margaret of Scotland and Holy Family practiced baseball and softball in this
park. It was the site of varied CYC games also. It is one of only seven National History Landmark Parks.
Tower Grove Park
I helped coach my daughter's basketball team at Villa. I was a broadcaster for Cardinal baseball games.
I was the play-by-play announcer for the University of Missouri basketball. I am an announcer for the
National Football League and Major League Baseball.
Joe Buck
5/14/2020
56 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Dana K from Queen of All Saints.
The last contestant was Dave Greiner from St. Margaret of Scotland.
Which two countries share the longest border in the world?
America and Canada
What sport's hall of fame enshrined Abraham Lincoln for having a stellar record of just one loss?
Wrestling
49 answered this question correctly
What famous children's game that does not involve balls was an Olympic event from 1900-1920?
Tug of War
What is the name of the Beatle's debut album?
Please Please Me
How many people have walked on the moon?
12
I am a park in South City which hosted games for parishes including St Pius V and St Anthony of Padua.
You could play a softball game and watch swimmers in the park's public swimming pool.
Marquette
I am a professional golfer who played basketball at SLUH during the Steve Stipanovich era. I played golf
at UCLA. I have participated in 565 PGA events.
Jay Delsing
5/15/2020
59 contestants participated.
The first contestant was David Keller from Blessed Teresa of Calcutta.
The last contestant was Michael Hahn from St. Ferdinand.
Which of these presidents did not serve during World War II?
Woodrow Wilson

Which of these was not invented by Benjamin Franklin?
Electricity
Who was the first women on the Supreme Court?
Sandra Day O’Connor
How many paintings did Van Gogh sell during his life time?
1
58 answered this question correctly
What is the name of the Greek goddess of love?
Aphrodite
58 answered this question correctly
I am a South City parish famous for Christmas tournaments sponsored in my gymnasium. I continue to
sponsor Instructional T-Ball Leagues. I am the home for Gateway Science Academy.
Epiphany
I was born in Arnold. I won almost every major NASCAR race except the Daytona 500. I am a member
of the NASCAR Hall of Fame.
Rusty Wallace
5/18/2020
72 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Dana K from Queen of All Saints.
The last contestant was Michael Hahn from St. Ferdinand.
Ultimate Frisbee is considered to be a combination of three sports. Which of the following is not one of
them?
Lacrosse
Which team has won the most NBA playoff championships?
Boston Celtics
Who was the last St. Louis Cardinal to win the MVP award and World Series in the same year?
Orlando Cepeda
Which country has the most male World Cup soccer wins?
Brazil
68 answered this question correctly
Which country has won the most female World Cup soccer wins?
USA
68 answered this question correctly
I am a parish from North County formed in 2005 through the merger of Our Lady of Fatima, St. Dismas,
and St. Thomas Apostle.

St. Rose Phillippine Duchesne
I attended Nerinx Hall High School where she was on the honor roll for her sophomore, junior, and
senior years. I was a member of the 2008 Olympic team winning the gold medal.
Lori Chalupny
5/19/2020
40 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Irish mom from St. Mark.
The last contestant was Erin 1482 from St. Mary Magdalen Brentwood.
Which of these exhibits opened at the St. Louis Zoo in 2002?
River's Edge
In a 1990 Missouri football game, the opposing team against Missouri was allowed a fifth down resulting
in a victory due to a touchdown scored. Who was the opposing team?
Colorado
Which of the following attractions was located in St. Louis before moving to Arlington, Texas?
International Bowling Hall of Fame
39 answered this question correctly
Tina Turner, Chuck Berry, and Arthur Ashe are alumnae of which St. Louis high school?
Sumner
The St. Louis Browns moved after the 1953 season and now have this name.
Baltimore Orioles
I have hosted CYC baseball and softball games. After a game, folks can take a boat ride, experience
some art, or learn about animals.
Forest Park
I attended Affton High School where I played football. I earned a football scholarship to Missouri
State University (SMSU) in Springfield. I studied drama with Kathleen Turner and Tess Harper. I was a
contractor and opened a motorcycle shop in a popular television show.
John Goodman
39 answered this question correctly
5/20/2020
44 contestants participated.
The first contestant was David Keller from Blessed Teresa of Calcutta.
The last contestant was Roasted from Immacolata.
Which of the three races in the Triple Crown of Thoroughbred Racing was the last race inaugerated?
Kentucky Derby

Which of the following is not a rule in badminton?
Points are awarded on a serve only
Which city has hosted the most Super Bowls?
Miami
Who was the first president to live in the White House?
John Adams
What is the oldest city in the USA?
St. Augustine, Florida
I am the name of both a parish and a park in North County. I hosted CYC softball playoff games in
2019.
St. Ferdinand
41 answered this question correctly
I am the name of both a parish and a park in North County. I hosted CYC softball playoff games in
2019.
Ryan Howard
41 answered this question correctly
5/21/2020
31 contestants participated.
The first contestant was LlamaJane from St Joseph-Imperial.
The last contestant was Roasted from Immacolata.
Which of the following rooms is not on a Classic Clue Board?
Living Room
The properties in a standard Monopoly game are named after streets in which city?
Atlantic City, New Jersey
Who was the first female host on Saturday Night Live?
Candice Bergen
What is considered the first televised game show?
Spelling Bee
Who was the youngest wife of a US president?
Frances Clara Cleveland Preston
I am a South City parish whose colors are black and gold. I am known for hosting many basketball
tournaments.
Our Lady of Sorrows

I grew up in Independence, Missouri. As president, I implemented the Marshall Plan and established
NATO.
Harry S. Truman
31 answered this question correctly.
5/22/2020
35 contestants participated.
The first contestant was David Keller from Blessed Teresa of Calcutta.
The last contestant was Erin1482 from St Mary Magdalen - Brentwood.
Which actress won the most Oscars?
Katherine Hepburn
Which of these actors winning Oscars did not win 3 Oscars?
Spencer Tracy
What classic game is known as "draughts" in England?
Checkers
What is the national flower for the US?
Rose
The NFL uses 7 officials. Which of the following is NOT one of them?
Front Judge
I sponsored the Joe Becker tournament for 8th graders for many years. My team colors are blue and
gold.
Seven Holy Founders
I was born in Fort Wayne, Indiana but was raised in St. Louis, Missouri. I attended Nerinx High School.
I was the receptionist on the NBC mockumentary sitcom which aired for 9 seasons.
Jenna Fischer
35 answered this question correctly
5/26/2020
60 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Gina from Assumption.
The last contestant was Caroline from St. Paul (Fenton).
Which of the following is not an achievement for Branch Rickey?
Orchestrated trade for Cardinal shortstop Groat
Which of these members in the Baseball Hall of Fame was not elected on the first ballot?
Bruce Sutter

What is the state bird for Missouri?
Eastern Bluebird
56 answered this question correctly
In which sport is the term ace not used?
Ice Hockey
56 answered this question correctly
In which movie did "White Christmas" by Irving Berlin make its debut?
Holiday Inn
I house one of the largest collections of mosaic art in the world.
Cathedral Basilica of St. Louis
I attended Ladue High School where I played multiple sports. I played collegiate soccer at the University
of Virginia. I was a member of the 2012 Olympic team winning the gold medal.
Becky Sauerbrunn
5/27/2020
52 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Gina from Assumption.
The last contestant was Tim from St. Mary Magdalen.
What was the original name for Memorial Day?
Decoration Day
Who started the tradition of wearing red poppies on Memorial Day?
Moina Michael
In what year did Memorial Day become a legal federal holiday?
1971
In which state is the official birthplace of Memorial Day located?
New York
Why was May 30th chosen as the original day to celebrate Memorial Day?
There were no significant battles in the Civil War on that day.
Per the Archdiocesan Parish Finder, Jefferson Barracks National Cemetery is located in which parish?
St. Bernadette (Lemay)
51 answered this question correctly.
I was a Cardinal legend who had the same number of hits at home and away. I served in the Navy in the
midst of my career.
Stan Musial

5/28/2020
29 contestants participated.
The first contestant was FAM from Immacolata.
The last contestant was Big T from St. Peter-Kirkwood
What is the national sport for Canada?
Lacrosse
What is the oldest team in the NFL?
Arizona Cardinals
Which of the following is not one of the steps in a triple jump?
Skip
How long is a golf player allowed to search for a lost golf ball?
5 min
26 answered this question correctly
Which of the following athletes has not been chosen as Sports Illustrated Sportsperson of the Year
multiple times?
Michael Jordan
I sponsored basketball and volleyball games for many years. The Little Shamrock tournament was the
highlight for the basketball career for many 8th graders.
St James the Greater
26 answered this question correctly
I sponsored basketball and volleyball games for many years. The Little Shamrock tournament was the
highlight for the basketball career for many 8th graders.
Jon Hamm
28 answered this question correctly
5/29/2020
41 contestants participated.
The first contestant was Gina from Assumption.
The last contestant was Jeff Lorentz from St. Peter-Kirkwood
Which team won the first modern World Series in Baseball?
Boston Americans
The modern World Series was not held two times. Which of the following is not one of the reasons?
World War I
What is the number one crop in Missouri?
Soy Beans

Which of these active NFL players from Missouri University is not a quarterback?
E.J. Gaines
If you attended a High School or CYC dance in the late 1960's, you probably heard the Bob Kuban band
play. What instrument did Bob Kuban play?
Drums
I was the home for the "Comet" roller coaster which at the time was one of the largest coasters in the
world.
Forest Park Highlands
I delivered the famous speech known as "I Have a Dream".
Martin Luther King Jr.
41 answered this question correctly

